
Southern Guilford High School 

9th Grade Summer Reading 2017-2018 

Summer reading is required for all students enrolled in an Honors English course. If you are enrolled in a 

regular English course you may do the summer reading for extra credit. Read the information below carefully 

for your summer reading assignment. 

 

9th Grade: English I - Read the novel, To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Then you can choose to either take 

an assessment the first week of class or write an essay responding to one of the two following prompts: 

● Option #1: "Mockingbirds don't do one thing but make music for us to enjoy. They don't eat up 

people's gardens, don't nest in corncribs, they don't do one thing but sing their hearts out for us. That's 

why it's a sin to kill a mockingbird." Provide an example of one character in the book who symbolizes a 

mockingbird. In a five-paragraph essay, show how that character symbolizes a mockingbird. To do this, 

you must first explain what the mockingbird symbolizes and which characters most closely relates to 

those characteristics. Make sure to use ample textual evidence to support your claim. 

● Option #2: Atticus tells Jem “I wanted you to see what real courage is, instead of getting the idea that 

courage is a man with a gun in his hand.” In your essay, explain what courage means to Atticus and 

analyze situations in the book where that sort of courage is shown. 

 

*Please be aware the test is difficult and many students have forgotten that amount of detail by the time 

class starts. The essay may be easier because it can be written during the summer. 

 

 

Essay Rubric 

Claim- Introduce a precise, knowledgeable claim that is debatable, narrow and specific. 10 points  

Organization- Create an organization that logically sequences claim, reasons, and evidence. 10 points 

Evidence- Supply sufficient relevant evidence from the text to fairly and thoroughly develop the claim. 20 

points 

Reasoning- Use valid reasoning to explain how the evidence leads to the claim. 20 points  

Conclusion- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the arguments 

presented. 20 points 

Conventions- Use correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 20 points  


